
Foreign Affairs Notes

Week 1: The Second Image Reversed, The International Sources of Domestic Politics- 
Gourevitch

IR and domestic politics (DP) have differing sensibilities, but goal is to still understand structure 
and influence. Comparatists seek to explain nature of domestic structure, IR system becomes 
explanatory variable, both a cause and consequence of international politics. 

Impact of international system of domestic politics:
Two international aspects have powerful effects on domestic regimes:

1. Distribution of power among states (international state system)
2. Distribution of economic wealth (international economy). Other forces exist, though. 

External influence, most obvious is invasion. 
International Economy: impact of word market forces on domestic politics (Great Depression). 
Can we find arguments that show relationships between these forces and certain configuration of 
regimes/coalitions?

Goes through a series of schools of thought to examine the international state system and 
international economy.

Second image reversed: Late industrialization and centralized state control
Gerschenkronians: There are different economic and political requirements for early and late 
industrializers. For example, Britain had a liberal society and simple economic development in 
the 18th century. Germany, however, couldn’t imitate this model of a state strong enough to 
utilize strong labor forces and corral in world markets, yet it surged ahead by the end of the 
century. Different political systems (democracy, communism, fascism) are successive models of 
modernization. Applicable today, esp. in Latin America. 

Some late states benefit from the earlier states ‘sloughing off’ industries to them.
Many authors show how political outcomes within a country are strongly affected by the 

character of the world economy during the time they attempt industrialization (internal character 
is also shaped). 

Theories of dependencia,:
Some theorists put very strong importance on IPE in sharing political development. States are 
locked in a structure where benefits are given disproportionality to the core states, consequence 
is imperialism. There are political consequences for periphery and core states alike- imperialism 
can be seen as the exportation of internal conflicts. 

Typology: Wallerstein: Core, periphery, semi-periphery. 
From the beginning, national economies grew in interaction with each other. The essence of 
capitalism lies in differentiation. Political differentiation is viewed from world to state (not vise-
versa). “Coreness” is strength. 

From world system point of view it is hard to see why some states diverge politically 
(Poland vs Russia), answer is found with domestic politics. 
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h. There is no need to reject the stance that the fate of a research program is 
predominantly determined by the extent to which it produces propositions that 
anticipate and fit empirical facts. 

2. Constructivism and Rationalism: Necessarily Incomplete. Less complete than the “big 
three” (r, l, m). Need to be filled with content to be theoretical statements. Much 
explanatory power comes from auxiliary assumptions about the identities of actors, their 
goals, and beliefs. 

a. Rationalism as example: argues that behavior can be understood as the actors 
attempts to maximize some utility function. But says nothing about what actors 
value and what behaviors they believe will produce biggest benefit. To move to a 
three dimensional theory, there cannot be one single theory of rational choice. 

b. Affinities between rationalism and realism. Assumption of rationality. Self 
interest is quite narrow. Neither pays much attention to differences among 
individuals or biases in the way people think. Simultaneously normative and 
descriptive because they run together what actors should do to serve their interests
and how they actually behave.

i. Institutional arrangement is made to benefit actor leaders. 
c. Constructivism: it is one thing to say that material factors do not determine state’s

behavior and point to nroms and practices—it is another to say how norms are 
formed, identities are shaped. Does not tell us the expected content of foreign 
policies or IR. Affinity with realism with skepticism about universality of ideas 
and rationales. 

d. Liberal IPE scholarship is less like constructivism- its arguments parallel those 
made my an elite who espouse the benefits of an open economic system. They see
greater common interests among actors, accept claims of liberal leaders to be 
serving interest extending beyond those of leading actors. 

i. Rationalism and constructivism share a focus on he importance of 
interaction. Extent of difference is not clear. Rationalism: interaction is in 
game theory. Outcomes diverge from intentions. Actors set behavior on 
the basis of their expectation of how others are going to act, and the 
knowledge others will do the same. Contrasts with formal decision theory:
the assumption that although the actor is the focus of attention will 
maximize their utility, oter will not anticipate this and act accordingly. 

e. Constructivism has  place for the ways in which norms and practices not only 
restrict, but also enable. Look at a pair, they influence and shape as they respond. 
Game theory looks at assumptions about expectations (formed socially).

i. Meanings are central and problematic. People are concerned with the 
political and psychological aspects of actions, not the physical 
consequences. 

3. Rationalism and Constructivism as Central: large roles, but not huge. They only 
marginally influence. Though there is a surge of interest in domestic causes of foreign 
policy. Theory of democratic peace cannot be either rationalist or constructivist. 

4. Realism: Alive and Well: not likely to disappear. Neorealism is less interesting with the 
declining fear of major war and end of bipolarity. More of an approach than theory. 

a. Assumption that states are main actors and they focus on security is central to all 
versions of realism. 
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Week 4.1: Norms, culture, and World Politics: Insights from Sociology’s Institutionalism: 

Finnemore

Increasing importance on norms of behavior. Social realities influence behavior. Cultural norms 

and rules are called institutions. Sociologists use term differently, emphasizing social  an 

cognitive features. Challenges paradigms directly. Hypotheses predict global culture changes 

and behavior not caught by R or L. 

Institutionalist concerns about the expansion of the Western world are shared in the 

investigation of ‘international’ society. 

While it shares some features of constructivist arguments in pols, sociology provides a richer 

and more detailed framework. Specification of social structure is global and all encompassing.  

Without an argument about content of structure, constructivism cannot provide an alternate to

systemic theories. 

Sociology’s institutionalism endogenizes historical changes rather than abstracting from them. 

Not just generalizing about historical change. Global culture arguments bear directly on recent 

policy debates. Less clear about what cultural homogenization implies for global order and 

stability. Overall, what are implications for sociological approach in pols?

1. Overview of sociology’s institutionalism: began with belief culture didn’t affect 
businesses/organizations. Moved into functionalist terms. Bureaucratic orgs have spread 
even more quickly than we thought we had the need for. 

a. Link between formal structure and actual day to day activities was very loose. If 
they don’t act according to rational structure, then efficiency can’t be cause of 
their spread.

b. Meyer alt explanation: environment of orgs. Wider environment supports and 
legitimizes rational bureaucracy as social good. 

c. Social values that support and legitimize some over others are social values. Make
dominant Western culture. So embedded it is hard to see beyond. Rationality is 
cultural value. People create rational orgs for non rational reasons. 

d. Logic of argument that cultural environments operate on organizations at all 
levels suggests that local environments were always embedded in national or 
transnational ones. Global institutionalist arguments form a backdrop for the 
others and logically subsume them. 

2. Content and consequences of the world cultural environment: Western bias, politically 
and economically. Places value of rationality and purposive action. Ends and means 
view. Not universal. Western societies also place value on progress and justice. 

a. GNP promotion and expanding markets has dominated global political and social 
life. 

b. Destruction of all but the nation state system is not a functional result makes 
political conflict difficult to resolve. Created many failed states. Many states 
survive not because they are good, but because other states support them.
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Week 6.1: Liberalism and Foreign Affairs

1. Challenges the liberal claim that governments were founded on a respect for liberal 
exercise “restraint” and “peaceful intentions” in their foreign policy. Examines through 
looking at three liberal theorists. Liberalism has a coherent legacy on foreign affairs. 
Have discovered liberal reasons for aggression. 

a. Schumpeter: democratic capitalist.
b. Machiavelli: classical republican.
c. Kant: liberal republican.

2. Assumptions about liberal states: citizens who bear burdens of war elect governments, 
wars become less likely. Citizens enjoy benefits of trade under peace. Liberal states are 
peaceful, but also prone to make war (“freedom fighters” in Nicaragua). Differences in 
liberal pacifism, liberal imperialism, and liberal internationalism are rooted in differing 
conceptions of citizen and state.

a. Liberal pacifism. Liberal is recognized by certain characteristics: individual 
freedom, political participation, private property, etc. Schumpeter saw interaction 
of capitalism and democracy as foundation of liberal pacifism. 

i. “Imperialism”: an objectless disposition on the part of a state to unlimited 
forcible expansion.” Three sources (combined impact of): a war machine, 
warlike instincts, and export monopolism. Takes over a states foreign 
policy. Ex: army of ancient Egypt: after driving out Hyksos took over the 
state. Warlike disposition is ideology of a war machine. A push for 
imperialist expansion is a way to expand closed markets. 

ii. Capitalism and peace are antithetical to imperialism. Eventually 
imperialism will disappear. People’s energies are absorbed in production. 

iii. Lack of imperialist tendencies: US example: leaving over half of Mexico 
unconquered din the war of 1846-48.

iv. Only war profiteers and military aristocracy gain from wars. 
v. Difficult to evaluate arguments (no negative correlation between 

democracy in war from 1816-1965). Free states have less conflict than 
nonfree states. 

vi. Discrepency between warlike history of liberal states and Schumpeter’s 
expectations highlights three extreme assumptions:

1. Materialistic monism leaves little room for noneconomic 
objectives (glory, prestige, ideology). Leave little room for positive
sum gains. 

2. Same is true of states. Political view of individuals has been 
homogenized as they are democratized. 

3. Domestic politics, like world politics, are homogenized. 
b. Liberal imperialism. Republics are best form for imperial expansion. A classical 

mixed republic. Not democracy (slide into tyranny), but characterized by social 
equality, popular liberty, and political participation.

i. Liberty results from disunion- competition and necessity for compromise 
required by division of powers among senate, consuls, and tribunes. Also 
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iv. Transformation of state society relation, labor, land and capital seized 
upon the state to attempt to re-impose broader social control over market 
forces. 

c. Those who were directly responsible for negotiating the monetary component of 
the postwar econ order followed Polanyi’s thought. The path was in towards 
centralized control over foreign exchanges and trade. 

d. Polanyi’s prediction of end of capitalist internationalism doesn’t stand up well 
against the internationalization of production and finance. New threshold between
market and authority, government taking more direct responsibility for economic 
stability. 

i. Demands for social protection nearly universal. 
2. Transformations in power versus purpose. Focus on monetary regime under the gold 

standard before WWI. Attempted approximation in the gold standard of the interwar 
period. 

a. Begin with domestic side of things. Gold based, determined by a balance of 
payments. In theory, worked via effects of gold movements on the domestic credit
supply. Expansion of credit in gold receiving country, contraction in gold-losing 
country affected prices and incomes. 

i. Gold standard was based on assumptions about the purpose of domestic 
monetary policy and role of state in adjusting imbalances. 

ii. As far as the adjustment process was for gearing external stability, state 
abstinence was prescribed to not undermine the links between balance of 
payments, changes in reserves, and credit supply. 

iii. Only requirement: countries should not attempt to control their national 
income and outlay by deliberate measures. Easy under lassie faire. 

iv. Post WWI came switch to make international monetary policy conform to 
domestic policy, not the other way around. Government developed 
increasingly active forms of intervention to affect prices and employment. 

1. Pre WWI gold standard functioned as it did because GB’s role.
b. There was a strong idea of following the market—the bank of England. Post WWI

monetary leader would have to have more monetary influence and political sway 
than Britain ever had. Few takers. Takers failed not because of lack of hegemon, 
but because they stood in contradiction to the transformation in the mediating role
of market and society. 

c. “Embedded liberalism” took charge after WWII. Different from previous 
liberalism.

3. Compromise of embedded liberalism. 
a. Economic liberalism: supported in US (New York), opposed almost globally. 

Postwar reconstruction sought to compromise the extremes. Mulitlateral in 
character, predicated upon domestic interventionism. Different from before. 

i. Huge differences between countries on what to do, how to arrange. Two 
themes:
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ii. States should interact consciously united together, modifying conduct in 
relation to one another.

iii. Cooperation among states in a society without government. 
iv. Prescriptions that states enjoy respect for the legal and moral rules for 

which the international society depends on. 
v. In place of Hobbesian view that states are not limited by rules in relations, 

or Kantian view that rules come from the higher morality of cosmopolican
society, there are duties and rights attached to being members of an 
international community. 

3. Two traditions have followed the need for an international society
a. Body of theory to which modern international law comes from. Says states 

constitute a society through creating international laws (whether natural or 
positive, whether subjects are states or men, whether rules are universally valid or
only among a subset [Christendom or Europe]).

b. Analysis of the political relations of states in terms of balance of power system. 
This system makes demands of freedom  of action and makes states act to 
maintain a balance of power. States are obligated to maintain this, which creates a
sense of rules on states. 

i. In 18th century the streams converge between the two. Came out more 
legalistic.

ii. It is still doubted whether the two can fully integrate without losing 
something unique to each. 

c. Not authors goal to argue against nor vindicate idea of international society. 
Important to consider idea that has stood so long in history before casting aside.

4. Hobbes creates id of IR as a variety of the Hobbesian state of nature. Hobbes gets idea of 
anarchic man from time in civil war. Security gobbles up all resources, leaving nothing 
for betterment. No legal or moral rules. Constant war (mentality and disposition, not 
actually perpetual war).

a. There is a great area of international experience which cannot be taken into 
account by either theory, only by doctrine of international anarchy for each state. 

b. Theorists have been able to question applicability to relations between states of 
Hobbes three elements of the state of nature. 

i. States do not excuse strength in providing security against each other to 
the point that society suffers.

ii. States do not invest resources in war and military to the extent that the 
economy is ruined.

iii. Armed forces provide security against external attack and internal 
disorder. 

iv. Absence of universal government and the fragmentation among soverign 
states of responsibility for military security is not incompatible with econ 
interdependence. 

c. Theorists point out mutual advantages states have from econ relationships. 
d. Absence of Hobbesian states of nature (no right or wrong) is not true to modern 

IR. While international actions can be contrary to law and morality, is 
accommodated in the context of law and morality. 
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risky. UNHCR used to see repatriation as only one of three solutions to refugee 
crisis, now becoming main method. 

d. Insulation: IOs vary in degree they receive and process feedback from 
environment about performance. Those isolated develop internal cultures that 
don’t promote goals and expectations of those outside the organization who 
created it. Two particular types:

i. Professionalism: doesn’t just impart technical knowledge, seeks to shape 
normative orientation and worldviews of those trained (Doctors value life 
above all else).World Bank views world different from geographers or 
historians. 

ii. Absence of effective feedback loops to evaluate its efforts and use new 
info to correct established routes. World  Bank: has failures, but doesn’t 
seem to make changes. 

e. Cultural contestation: pockets of autonomy and political battles within the 
bureaucracy. Partly due to division of labor, different divisions develop different 
ways of making sense of the world. Attempts to reconcile competing worldviews 
hierarchically are incomplete. UN humanitarian  missions and value placed on 
impartiality and neutrality, but aid must be given to those in need, conflict of 
values. Bosnia as case. 

f. Bureaucratic culture isn’t only source of IO dysfunction, but is powerful one, no 
problems are isolated. 

6. Conclusion: for all the information about IOs we have collected, we have little 
knowledge about workings of IO or their effects on the world. We can’t focus on micro 
level. Viewing through a constructivist or sociological lens reveals features that of IOs 
that help IR theorists. Three implications:

a. Provides basis for treating IOs as purposive actors.
b. Providing a basis for autonomy we open up possibility IOs are powerful actors 

who can have independent effects on the world.
c. Draws attention to normative evaluations of IOs and questions what appears to be 

uncritical optimism about IO behavior. After all, they can be inefficient and 
unaccountable. 

d. Views by school:
i. Wilsonian liberals: IOs as promoters of peace, progress, emancipation

ii. Neoliberals: way IOs help states overcome collective action problems and 
achieve cooperation

iii. Realists: role as stabilizing forces in world politics
iv. Constructivists: human and other features of IOs, but nothing that 

necessitates good outcomes.
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